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RAMPAGE OF THE MOON-GOONS 

Los Angeles – San Francisco – Sacramento – Seattle - Chicago 

16 December 2012 - 3 Tevet 5773 

 

First thing, Wall Street KAK JEWS are all COMMUNISTS in disguise – but the 

Brokers and Investors are NOT!  Most are in business just like any other business 

person.  The only Wall Street types, wherever they operate, we're out to take apart at the 

insanity seams are the COMMUNISTS whether they be Jews, KAK JEWS, or OWG 

Manipulators.  Nobody else.  Some of our Akurians are still in ISAAC mentality, as if 

they didn't learn a damned thing!  Our target is NOT the destruction of Wall Street or its 

investment structures.  The Rockefellers and Bilderbergers are the PRIME targets, not the 

everyday working stiff that handles the many transactions. 

 

The insane slaughter at Newtown, Connecticut, Friday, 14 December 2012, is another 

FALSE FLAG mass-execution that got away from the handlers.  Make no mistake, the 

socialist bastards would kill every child on the planet to gain total enslavement control.  

And, it's a DIRECT HIT of our Moon-Goon installations in Washington, D.C. and New 

York City.  And, although there is little, or no, news coverage about the most critical 

point – population – Newtown is a rather wealthy neighborhood of primarily Jews!  Do 

not be deceived, THAT was not part of their plan; but somebody blew the patsy-choice. 

 

Published on Dec 15, 2012 

BREAKING NEWS: CT School Shooter Killer Link To LIBOR SCANDAL? 

http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2012/12/ct-school-shooter-killer-link-to-libor-

scandal_fabian4liberty-2476962.html 

 

"The father of Newtown Connecticut school shooter Adam Lanza is Peter Lanza 

who is a VP and Tax Director at GE Financial. The father of Aurora Colorado 

movie theater shooter James Holmes is Robert Holmes, the lead scientist for the 

credit score company FICO. Both men were to testify before the US Senate in the 

ongoing LIBOR scandal. The London Interbank Offered Rate, known as Libor, is 

the average interest rate at which banks can borrow from each other. 16 

international banks have been implicated in this ongoing scandal, accused of rigging 

contracts worth trillions of dollars. HSBC has already been fined $1.9 billion and 

three of their low level traders arrested." 

 

And the official response? 

Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) told NBC’s Meet The Press on Sunday that she 

will once again reintroduce an assault weapons ban bill on the first day of the new 

Congress.  As an introduction to a question on the leadership of Barack Obama on 

banning assault weapons the host quoted The Washington Post on the record of 

Barack Obama:  “I’m not going to take away your guns,” Obama promised in 

September 2008. However, he advocated closing the loophole that allows for gun 

purchases without background checks at gun shows and for reinstating the assault 

weapons ban. 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2012/12/ct-school-shooter-killer-link-to-libor-scandal_fabian4liberty-2476962.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2012/12/ct-school-shooter-killer-link-to-libor-scandal_fabian4liberty-2476962.html
http://your-liberty.com/jp.php/243205/168659/785151/0fd26c43
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Obama kept his promises to gun owners but no to gun control advocates... 

The president signed bills allowing guns in national parks and on Amtrak. He has 

not pushed for the reinstatement of the assault weapons ban... Nor has he moved 

towards closing the gun-show loophole. 

 

The question was then asked, “Has the President failed to lead on this?  Feinstein 

was clear that Obama “is going to have a bill to lead on because the first day a bill 

I'm going to introduce in the Senate, and the same bill will be introduced in the 

House; a bill to ban assault weapons." 

 

While the Lying Stream Media rants and raves about "more and more gun-control" as the 

one and only solution, the fact is:  anyone who is going to break the law to rape, rob or 

murder isn't concerned about breaking any gun-law to make sure they have the upper – 

and thus victorious – hand.  Gun Violence is forever followed by more campaigning for 

gun control – which isn't about guns, it's about control!  The common sense factor is:  If 

we need a "strong National Defense Posture" to be safe in the world, then we also need a 

"strong PERSONAL Defense Posture" to be safe in our cities, highways, centers, schools, 

homes and everywhere else. 

 

There are going to be many more such senseless deaths – across the spectrum of 

neighborhoods and ethnicity – before the OWG is brought down.  We, the Akurians 

cannot be concerned with the number of immediate losses, as those losses are NOT 

ordained by the Akurians, but by the OWG Manipulators who are totally responsible and 

liable; and against whom we are the Living Testimony before The Most High. 

 

Were we, the Akurians, to concede and permit the murdering bastards to gain The Grand 

Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement, there would be many more millions of victims of 

wholesale murder.  The OWG plan is to reduce the world's population to some 500-

Million.  The most probable OWG 'solution' is a series of plagues or epidemics and the 

'failure' of both preventative 'shots' and, of course, no certain 'cure' at the time.  Currently 

there are just over 12.5-Billion people and growing, so a mass slaughter of some 12-

Billion humans is what we are considering as their alternative.  The answer is "NO!" 

without further consideration. 

 

The OWG intends mass slaughter by various means as opportunity presents itself and the 

logistics of cadaver disposal are already well advanced.  FEMA has already stockpiled 

several million – that's right, "million" – five-six body plastic coffins.  Were the contents 

children as opposed to adults the number they will hold is much higher.  There won't be 

any body-preservation or embalming efforts.  The best any corpse is going to get is a 

dusting of lime, if that. 

 

There IS a fine line for Akurians, and our Moon-Goons are ideal weapons because they 

are very narrow in application.  Combined with a single-purpose one-hand BELLY 

BALL – to signal the essence of a COMMUNIST of any stripe or level – in a single-

purpose Moon-Goon whose only duty is to inject, infect and embind absolute, incurable, 
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uncontrolled insanity into each and every COMMUNIST within itself:  a more perfect 

weapon just does not exist for such purpose. 

 

Our target:  any and all forms, practitioners, advocates and instructors of 

COMMUNISM! 

 

Akurians, follow my instructions exactly.  We're going to make a series of Moon-Goons 

– one at a time – and send them directly to their respective targets. 

 

Akurians, make a new and separate Moon-Goon on my instructions: 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Target = Los Angles, California – Center Point = Dodgers Stadium. 

 

Akurians, make a BODY OF LIGHT.  Disconnect from it and stand it a couple of feet 

away.  Without leaving your own body, silently charge it with NEUTRALITY that it be 

totally pristine and uncontaminated with any energies including your own.  Now endow 

that BODY OF LIGHT to see through its own eyes and report to you and you alone.  

When you can see what it is showing you, whatever its looking at, there will be a slight 

powder blue tinge, almost like a halo, around everything you'll see through its eyes. 

 

Now make a one-handed BELLY BALL, by holding the palm of either hand about four 

to six inches in front of your solar plexus.  You'll note THAT energy is almost 

instantaneous and that this BELLY BALL has a solidity to it as if it had immeasurable 

strength.  Float this one-hander out from yourself a couple of feet – disconnect yourself 

from it – and DECLARE it to be an infinite and uncompromising detector of 

COMMUNISM and to turn red when it detects any degree of COMMUNISM.  For an 

instant, visualize a yellow hammer and sickle – the COMMUNIST SYMBOL – and 

your one-hander will turn bright red!  The advantage of a one-hander is that like a Moon-

Goon, they are very specific. 

 

Float your one-hander into your standing BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one 

energy and one entity.  Now you should have a free and uncontaminated BODY OF 

LIGHT that can go anywhere and do anything as a BODY OF LIGHT, including 

infallibly detecting any and all presences, practitioners, advocates and instructors of any 

and all forms of COMMUNISM. 

 

Using your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE detect the Moon wherever it may be from 

your actual location.  You just want to know where the moon is.  Send your BODY OF 

LIGHT to the Moon and expand it lengthwise locating its head at the northern pole, its 

feet at the southern pole.  You want the polar energies to come IN through the head and 

OUT through the feet of your BODY OF LIGHT.  Now charge your BODY OF 

LIGHT with the polar-axis energies of the Moon.  They are somewhat jagged and 

uncomfortable to the touch.  You'll know when you've got it right by trying to make your 
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BODY OF LIGHT spin on that axis in either direction and can't do it!  It should be as 

though your BODY OF LIGHT is frozen in place:  and if you've done things right, it is. 

 

Now expand your BODY OF LIGHT as if to fill the entire Moon and absorb all the 

Moon energies you can manage.  Your BODY OF LIGHT should be the same size as 

the Moon; no larger, no smaller.  And now your BODY OF LIGHT is free to move any 

direction you want, and there are no barriers whatsoever to its motion.  Now you have a 

Moon-Goon flowing with a dull dark-green content. 

 

Before we send it to all those worthy recipients we want to ensure we have a properly 

infected Moon-Goon.  Akurians, again, visualize a yellow hammer and sickle and your 

Moon-Goon will blink some shade of red.  When you stop the vision it will return to its 

poisonous green. 

 

Akurians, now charge your Moon-Goon to be an incurable disease of pure unrestrained 

insanity and to infect its insanity into every COMMUNIST regardless of any other 

consideration.  There is no cure, no escape, no relief, and once infected, the disease of 

your Moon-Goon is merciless.  The objective is to cause every COMMUNIST, open or 

closet, to act in infinite, uncontrollable, unrestrained insanity, even of self-preservation.  

Your Moon-Goon is an incurable disease of uncontrollable insanity that incites as much 

inexcusable violence as it does inexcusable activity. 

 

Any failures?  They're not a problem as this isn't as easy to do as the instructions 

appear.  Before we can proceed we need to have as many as possible at the same 

level. 

 

A point to remember:  your Moon-Goon is limited to COMMUNISTS by whatever 

stripe – including those who are programmed into it. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Float your Moon-Goon from the Moon to Los Angeles, CA, and reduce it to 500 

miles in diameter.  Flatten your Moon-Goon so that it reaches 100 miles into the 

Earth and 100 miles into the atmosphere – centered on Dodgers Stadium.  Akurians, 

bind your  Moon-Goon to remain at this location until you alone remove it. 

 

Now, reach into the Sun and make a direct Sun-to-Moon-Goon energy link, fill and 

bind it to your Moon-Goon.  Mixing Sun energies and the Moon is extremely 

dangerous as the Sun gives a Moon-Goon all the fuel it can ever use.  The energies 

are NOT the same and react violently to one another.  These Moon-Goons will spare 

no effort to infect every COMMUNIST within itself for the sole purpose of causing 

the victim to degenerate into uncontrollable insanity, and destroy themselves 

primarily with public displays.  It has all the Sun energies necessary to do it.  Your 

Moon-Goon is now your own living entity of Invocation of the Death Moon and 

nobody with even a shred of COMMUNIST sympathy can long survive it. 
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Akurians, make a new and separate Moon-Goon on my instructions: 

 

Target = San Francisco, California – Center Point = Golden Gate Bridge. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Akurians, make a BODY OF LIGHT.  Disconnect from it and stand it a couple of feet 

away.  Without leaving your own body, silently charge it with NEUTRALITY that it be 

totally pristine and uncontaminated.  Endow that BODY OF LIGHT to see through its 

own eyes and report to you and you alone.  There will be a slight powder blue tinge 

around everything you'll see through its eyes. 

 

Make a one-handed BELLY BALL, hold the palm of either hand about four to six inches 

in front of your solar plexus.  That energy is almost instantaneous and has a solidity to it.  

Float this one-hander out from yourself a couple of feet – disconnect from it – and 

DECLARE it to be an infinite and uncompromising detector of COMMUNISM and to 

turn red when it detects any degree of COMMUNISM.  Visualize a yellow hammer and 

sickle – the COMMUNIST SYMBOL – and your one-hander will turn bright red! 

 

Float your one-hander into your standing BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one 

energy and one entity.  Now you have a free and uncontaminated BODY OF LIGHT 

that can go anywhere and do anything as a BODY OF LIGHT, including infallibly 

detecting any and all expressions of COMMUNISM. 

 

Float your BODY OF LIGHT to the Moon and expand it lengthwise locating its head at 

the northern pole, its feet at the southern pole.  The polar energies to come IN through the 

head and OUT through the feet.  Now charge your BODY OF LIGHT with the polar-

axis energies of the Moon.  You'll know when you've got it right by trying to make your 

BODY OF LIGHT spin on that axis in either direction and can't do it! 

 

Expand your BODY OF LIGHT as if to fill the entire Moon and absorb all the Moon 

energies you can manage.  Your BODY OF LIGHT should be the same size as the 

Moon; no larger, no smaller.  And now your BODY OF LIGHT is free to move any 

direction you want and you have a Moon-Goon flowing with a dull dark-green content. 

 

Before we send it to all those worthy recipients we want to ensure we have a properly 

infected Moon-Goon.  Akurians, again, visualize a yellow hammer and sickle and your 

Moon-Goon will blink some shade of RED.  When you stop the vision it will return to 

its poisonous green. 

 

Akurians, now charge your Moon-Goon with the energies of the Moon to be an incurable 

disease of pure unrestrained insanity and to infect its insanity into every COMMUNIST 

regardless of any other consideration, the disease of your Moon-Goon is merciless.  Your 

Moon-Goon is able to cause every COMMUNIST, open or closet, to act in infinite, 

uncontrollable, unrestrained insanity, as an incurable disease that incites as much 

inexcusable violence as it does inexcusable activity. 
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Your Moon-Goon is limited to COMMUNISTS by whatever stripe – including those 

programmed into it. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Float your Moon-Goon from the Moon to San Francisco, CA, and reduce it to 500 

miles in diameter.  Flatten your Moon-Goon so that it reaches 100 miles into the 

Earth and 100 miles into the atmosphere – center it on the Golden Gate Bridge at 

water level.  Akurians, bind your  Moon-Goon to remain at this location until you 

alone remove it. 

 

Reach into the Sun and make a direct Sun-to-Moon-Goon energy link, fill and bind 

it to your Moon-Goon.  Your Moon-Goons will spare no effort to infect every 

COMMUNIST within itself for the sole purpose of causing them to degenerate into 

uncontrollable insanity, and destroy themselves primarily in public displays.  Your 

Moon-Goon is now your own living entity of Invocation of the Death Moon and 

nobody with even a shred of COMMUNIST sympathy can long survive it. 

 

Akurians, make a new and separate Moon-Goon on my instructions: 

 

Target = Sacramento, California – Center Point = California State Capitol Museum. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Akurians, make a BODY OF LIGHT.  Disconnect from it and stand it a couple of feet 

away.  Without leaving your own body, silently charge it with NEUTRALITY that it be 

totally pristine and uncontaminated.  Endow that BODY OF LIGHT to see through its 

own eyes and report to you and you alone.  There will be a slight powder blue tinge 

around everything you'll see through its eyes. 

 

Make a one-handed BELLY BALL, hold the palm of either hand about four to six inches 

in front of your solar plexus.  Float this one-hander out from yourself a couple of feet – 

disconnect from it – and DECLARE it to be an infinite and uncompromising detector of 

COMMUNISM and to turn red when it detects any degree of COMMUNISM.  

Visualize a yellow hammer and sickle – the COMMUNIST SYMBOL – and your one-

hander will turn bright red! 

 

Float your one-hander into your standing BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one 

energy and one entity.  Now you have a free and uncontaminated BODY OF LIGHT 

that can go anywhere and do anything as a BODY OF LIGHT, including infallibly 

detecting any and all expressions of COMMUNISM. 

 

Float your BODY OF LIGHT to the Moon and expand it lengthwise locating its head at 

the northern pole, its feet at the southern pole.  The polar energies to come IN through the 

head and OUT through the feet.  Now charge your BODY OF LIGHT with the polar-
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axis energies of the Moon.  You'll know when you've got it right by trying to make your 

BODY OF LIGHT spin on that axis in either direction and can't do it! 

 

Expand your BODY OF LIGHT as if to fill the entire Moon and absorb all the Moon 

energies you can manage.  Your BODY OF LIGHT should be the same size as the 

Moon; no larger, no smaller.  And now your BODY OF LIGHT is free to move any 

direction you want and you have a Moon-Goon flowing with a dull dark-green content. 

 

We want to ensure we have a properly infected Moon-Goon.  Akurians, visualize a 

yellow hammer and sickle and your Moon-Goon will blink some shade of red.  When 

you stop the vision it will return to its poisonous green. 

 

Akurians, now charge your Moon-Goon with the energies of the Moon to be an incurable 

disease of pure unrestrained insanity and to infect its insanity into every COMMUNIST 

regardless of any other consideration, the disease of your Moon-Goon is merciless.  Your 

Moon-Goon is able to cause every COMMUNIST, open or closet, to act in infinite, 

uncontrollable, unrestrained insanity, as an incurable disease that incites as much 

inexcusable violence as it does inexcusable activity. 

 

Your Moon-Goon is limited to COMMUNISTS by whatever stripe – including those 

programmed into it. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Float your Moon-Goon from the Moon to Sacramento, CA, and reduce it to 500 

miles in diameter.  Flatten your Moon-Goon so that it reaches 100 miles into the 

Earth and 100 miles into the atmosphere – center it on the California State Capitol 

Museum.  Akurians, bind your  Moon-Goon to remain at this location until you 

alone remove it. 

 

Reach into the Sun and make a direct Sun-to-Moon-Goon energy link, fill and bind 

it to your Moon-Goon.  Your Moon-Goons will spare no effort to infect every 

COMMUNIST within itself for the sole purpose of causing them to degenerate into 

uncontrollable insanity, and destroy themselves primarily in public displays.  Your 

Moon-Goon is now your own living entity of Invocation of the Death Moon and 

nobody with even a shred of COMMUNIST sympathy can long survive it. 

 

Akurians, make a new and separate Moon-Goon on my instructions: 

 

Target = Seattle, Washington – Center Point = Space Needle. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Akurians, make a BODY OF LIGHT.  Disconnect from it and stand it a couple of feet 

away.  Without leaving your own body, silently charge it with NEUTRALITY that it be 

totally pristine and uncontaminated.  Endow that BODY OF LIGHT to see through its 
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own eyes and report to you and you alone.  There will be a slight powder blue tinge 

around everything you'll see through its eyes. 

 

Make a one-handed BELLY BALL, hold the palm of either hand about four to six inches 

in front of your solar plexus.  That energy is almost instantaneous and has a solidity to it.  

Float this one-hander out from yourself a couple of feet – disconnect from it – and 

DECLARE it to be an infinite and uncompromising detector of COMMUNISM and to 

turn red when it detects any degree of COMMUNISM.  Visualize a yellow hammer and 

sickle – the COMMUNIST SYMBOL – and your one-hander will turn bright red! 

 

Float your one-hander into your standing BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one 

energy and one entity.  Now you have a free and uncontaminated BODY OF LIGHT 

that can go anywhere and do anything as a BODY OF LIGHT, including infallibly 

detecting any and all expressions of COMMUNISM. 

 

Float your BODY OF LIGHT to the Moon and expand it lengthwise locating its head at 

the northern pole, its feet at the southern pole.  The polar energies to come IN through the 

head and OUT through the feet.  Now charge your BODY OF LIGHT with the polar-

axis energies of the Moon.  You'll know when you've got it right by trying to make your 

BODY OF LIGHT spin on that axis in either direction and can't do it! 

 

Expand your BODY OF LIGHT as if to fill the entire Moon and absorb all the Moon 

energies you can manage.  Your BODY OF LIGHT should be the same size as the 

Moon; no larger, no smaller.  And now your BODY OF LIGHT is free to move any 

direction you want and you have a Moon-Goon flowing with a dull dark-green content. 

 

Before we send it to all those worthy recipients we want to ensure we have a properly 

infected Moon-Goon.  Akurians, again, visualize a yellow hammer and sickle and your 

Moon-Goon will blink some shade of red.  When you stop the vision it will return to its 

poisonous green. 

 

Akurians, now charge your Moon-Goon with the energies of the Moon to be an incurable 

disease of pure unrestrained insanity and to infect its insanity into every COMMUNIST 

regardless of any other consideration, the disease of your Moon-Goon is merciless.  Your 

Moon-Goon is able to cause every COMMUNIST, open or closet, to act in infinite, 

uncontrollable, unrestrained insanity, as an incurable disease that incites as much 

inexcusable violence as it does inexcusable activity. 

 

Your Moon-Goon is limited to COMMUNISTS by whatever stripe – including those 

programmed into it. 

 

Akurians, on my command: 

 

Float your Moon-Goon from the Moon to Seattle, WA, and reduce it to 500 miles in 

diameter.  Flatten your Moon-Goon so that it reaches 100 miles into the Earth and 
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100 miles into the atmosphere – center it on the Space Needle.  Akurians, bind your  

Moon-Goon to remain at this location until you alone remove it. 

 

Reach into the Sun and make a direct Sun-to-Moon-Goon energy link, fill and bind 

it to your Moon-Goon.  Your Moon-Goons will spare no effort to infect every 

COMMUNIST within itself for the sole purpose of causing them to degenerate into 

uncontrollable insanity, and destroy themselves primarily in public displays.  Your 

Moon-Goon is now your own living entity of Invocation of the Death Moon and 

nobody with even a shred of COMMUNIST sympathy can long survive it. 

 

You have already disconnected yourself from your Moon-Goon, so all you have to do 

now is return to your own body.  Clean and recharge yourself with a Sun Link if 

necessary. 

 


